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ABSTRACT
Massive MIMO is, in general, severely affected by pilot contamination. As opposed to traditional detectors, we propose
a group-blind detector that takes into account the presence of
pilot contamination. While sticking to the traditional structure
of the training phase, where orthogonal pilot sequences are
reused, we use the excess antennas at each base station to partially remove interference during the uplink data transmission
phase. We analytically derive the asymptotic SINR achievable with group-blind detection, and confirm our findings by
simulations. We show, in particular, that in an interferencelimited scenario with one dominant interfering cell, the SINR
can be doubled compared to non-group-blind detection.
Index Terms— Group-blind detection, pilot contamination, massive MIMO, interference suppression.
1. INTRODUCTION
Massive MIMO is, along with network densification and increased bandwidth, one of the key technologies promising
to tremendously increase the rate per area in future cellular
networks [1, 2]. The idea behind massive MIMO is to equip
base stations (BSs) with a number of antennas much larger
than the number of active users per time-frequency resource
block [3, 4]. This allows to increase the uplink SNR through
maximal-ratio combining, and make the matched-filter detector optimal with perfect channel state information.
However, the modern cellular network architecture foresees the use of orthogonal pilots to estimate the channel between each user and the BS. The number of orthogonal pilots is upper bounded by the coherence time [5, 6], hence
pilots are usually reused in different cells. As a consequence,
channel estimation is corrupted by the interference received
during the training phase from users in other cells, a phenomenon known as pilot contamination [7, 8, 9]. As the
number of antennas at each BS grows, the rate achievable
by traditional receivers saturates due to pilot contamination
[10, 11, 12, 13]. In order to mitigate pilot contamination
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through an improved channel estimation, a nonlinear iterative algorithm that jointly estimates channels and transmitted
symbols has been proposed in [14]. A step towards the understanding of the fundamental limits of massive MIMO has
been recently made by Müller et al. [15, 16, 17], showing
that pilot contamination can be removed if the power received
from users within the cell is larger than that received from outof-cell users. However, this assumption requires both power
control and a regular cell geometry, and may not hold in a
dense cellular network [18].
In this paper, we propose a receiver design for the uplink
of massive MIMO multiuser cellular networks. The proposed
receiver takes into account pilot contamination, by adapting
the group-blind detection scheme originally proposed in [19]
to the case of imperfect channel knowledge due to contamination. Unlike [15, 16, 17], we do not assume neither power
control nor regular cell tessellation. Moreover, this paper
differs from [14] as it focuses on improving data detection
rather than modifying the channel estimation phase. We provide an asymptotic analysis of the SINR achievable by our
scheme, showing a gain with respect to non-group-blind receivers. In particular, we show an SINR gain equal to two
in an interference-limited scenario with one dominant interfering cell. Simulations validate our analysis and confirm the
rate improvement attained by our scheme.

2. SYSTEM MODEL
2.1. Received signal
Consider the uplink of a noncooperative multicellular network with L cells. Each cell is equipped with one BS having
n antennas, each BS serving K single-antenna users on the
same time-frequency signaling resource. Throughout the paper, the reference cell is referred to as cell 1, and interfering
cells are labelled with indices l 2 f2; : : : ; Lg. Users in the
reference cell and in other cells will be referred to as in-cell
users and out-of-cell users, respectively. The signal received
by the reference BS during symbol period m is:
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where: hlk D Œhlk1 ; : : : ; hlk n T 2 C n is the channel vector between user k in cell l and the reference BS, being hlkr the channel coefficient with respect to antenna
r; ˇlk > 0 is the channel gain between the reference BS
and user k in cell l, that models pathloss and shadowing; xlk .m/ is the symbol transmitted by user k in cell
l; n.m/ 2 C n is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
vector. We assume fˇkl g fixed during the coherence time,
hlkr  CN.0; 1/, EŒ n.m/n.m0 /  D Iımm0 , EŒ hlk hl0 k 0  D
Iıl l 0 ıkk 0 , EŒ xlk xl 0 k 0  D P ıl l 0 ıkk 0 , where P is the transmitted power, assumed equal for all users. Denote Hl D
Œhl1 ; : : : ; hlK  2 C nK , Rl D diag.ˇl1 ; : : : ; ˇlK /, Gl D Œgl1 ;
: : : ; glK  D Hl Rl1=2 2 C nK , and xl .m/ D Œxl1 .m/; : : : ;
xlK .m/T 2 C K1 . Compactly, eq. (1) can be written as
follows for the generic symbol period m:
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2.2. Channel estimation
By using orthogonal pilots during the training phase, the
MMSE estimation gO 1k of g1k is [20, 10]

X
p

ˇ1k1 ;
(3)
gO 1k D
glk C 1k '1k
l>1

techniques the receiver knows the signature sequence of the
user to decode only, in group-blind techniques it knows the
signature sequences of a subset of users. In the uplink of a
cellular network, this corresponds to a BS knowing in-cell
channels and being unaware of out-of-cell channels. While
group-blind detection was originally proposed assuming perfect knowledge of a subset of channels, we hereby extend
group-blind detection to the case of contaminated knowledge.
The proposed receiver w1k consists of two components.
A first component, wP 1k , belongs to range GO 1 and is derived on
the basis of the signal y in D GO 1 x1 C n; the MMSE criterion
yields
(8)
wP 1k D .GO 1GO 1 C P1 I/ 1 gO 1k :
A second component, wM 1k , belongs to a subspace orthogonal
to range GO 1 and that lies within the signal space. Let UMGO 1 be
a matrix whose columns span such subspace. The component
wM 1k is derived by taking into account the whole received signal. Following the MMSE criterion, a derivation similar to
[19] that also accounts for imperfect channel estimation due
to pilot contamination yields
 1

(9)
UM O Cy0 wP 1k ;
wM 1k D UM O UM O Cy0 UM O
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where 1= is equal to the effective training SNR, 1k ∼
CN.0; I/, and
ˇ2
P1k
:
(4)
'1k D
 C l>1 ˇlk
We collect in matrix form estimations GO l D ŒgO l1 ; : : : ; gO lK 
and estimation errors GQ l D Gl GO l .
2.3. Achievable rate
Following [5, 10], an achievable rate R1k for in-cell user k
can be derived by considering the signal
X
y 0 D GO 1 x1 C GQ 1 xQ 1 C
Gl xl C n;
(5)
l>1

where xQ 1 is independent on x1 and has same covariance. Let
w1k denote the linear receiver for user k, the rate R1k is given
by
R1k D EŒ log.1 C 1k / ;
(6)
where the expectation is with respect to estimated channels,
and the SINR 1k is given in (7) at the top of the next page.
3. PROPOSED GROUP-BLIND DETECTOR
Blind receivers were developed for multiuser detection and
equalization [21], and then generalized to group-blind detection in the context of CDMA [19, 22, 23, 24]. While in blind
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where Cy 0 is the covariance matrix of (5). The group-blind
detector w1k D wP 1k C wM 1k is, therefore, explicitly given by
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We can show that simple blanking techniques [2] allow to
accurately estimate Cy 0 for the purpose of implementing (10).
Details are omitted due to space constraints.
4. ASYMPTOTIC PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
We derive the asymptotic achievable rate, as n ! 1. In this
limit, the SINR is bounded by non-vanishing interference
terms. In order to obtain these asymptotically non-vanishing
terms, we use the two following properties [7, 10]:
(i) channels are asymptotically orthogonal in the almost
a:s:

sure sense, i.e., n 1 gkl
gk 0 l 0  ! ˇkl ıkk 0 ıl l 0 , where ıij
denotes the Kronecker delta;
(ii) in the high-SNR regime, gO 1k 2 Sk D rangefglk gl>1 .
A conceptual representation of the structure of the signal
space in the high-SNR regime as n ! 1 is shown on Fig. 1.
Properties (i) and (ii) imply that, asymptotically, the signal
space S D range ŒG1    GL  is the direct sum S1 ˚    ˚ SK .
However, the projection of gO 1k onto vectors in Sk does not
asymptotically vanish, in general. In fact, the following limit
holds:
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0
denote the SINR achieved with traditional (nonLet N1k
group-blind) detection, i.e., when wM 1k D 0, given by [7, 10]
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We define the asymptotic SINR gain N 1k provided by the
proposed group-blind detector as

S1 D rangefgl1 gl>1
gO11 ; gQ11 2 S1

N 1k D

N1k
0 :
N1k

(15)

0
2
For L D 2, (14) reduces to N1k
D ˇ1k
ˇ2k2 , which combinied
with (13) and (15) yields

Fig. 1: Conceptual representation of the asymptotic structure of the
signal space in the high-SNR regime. All channels are
almost surely orthogonal. For any fixed in-cell user k, both
estimated and error vectors belong to Sk D rangefglk gl>1 .

As a consequence, in-cell user k is asymptotically interfered
only by out-of-cell users who used the same training sequence. On the basis of the above observations, we can derive
the following results, that hold for the case of L D 2 cells. We
note that such a scenario approximates an interference-limited
network with one dominant interfering cell. Proofs as well
as analytical results for L > 2 cells are omitted and will be
provided in a journal version of this manuscript. Numerical
results that validate our analysis are given in § 5.
Lemma 1. Let L D 2. Asymptotically, the variable after detection satisfies
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The SINR achieved with group-blind detection readily
follows from Lemma 1.
Theorem 1. Let L D 2. The SINR 1k achieved with the
proposed group-blind detector satisfies:

! N1k D 1 C

a:s:
1k
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ˇ2k1 .
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Both N1k and N 1k simplify in the limit  ! 0, as specified in
the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Let L D 2. The SINR gain obtained by using
the group-blind receiver for user k satisfies
N 1k ! 2 as  ! 0;
hence the asymptotic SINR

1k

(17)

reduces to

0
N1k ! 2 N1k
as  ! 0:

(18)

The above corollary shows that, in the high-SNR regime,
the asymptotic SINR achieved with group-blind detection is
doubled compared to traditional detection.
Let RN 1k be the difference between the asymptotic rates
achieved by user k with and without group-blind detection,
respectively, given by
RN 1k D log.1 C N1k /

0
log.1 C N1k
/:

(19)

2
In the high-SNR regime, RN 1k  1k
when ˇ2k  ˇ1k
(strong out-of-cell interference), while RN 1k  1 b/s/Hz
when ˇ2k  ˇ1k (weak out-of-cell interference). Note that
the case ˇ2k  ˇ1k can occasionally occur when BSs are
randomly deployed, resulting in irregular Voronoi cells.

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we give numerical results to validate our analysis and show the performance gain achieved through groupblind detection. We assume ˇ11 D    D ˇ1K D 1 and denote SNR D Pˇ1k D P the average received SNR from incell users. Solid lines on figures correspond to analytical
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We consider a simple scenario in Fig. 2, with L D 2, K D
1, SNR D 20 dB, and ˇ11 =ˇ21 D 0 dB (strong interference).
We compare the achievable rate of non-group-blind (NGB)
detection vs. group-blind (GB) detection. GB detection outperforms NGB detection by RN 1k  0:585 (b/s/Hz). This
value matches the asymptotic rate gap following from (19),
(18), and (14), that is RN 1k D log2 .3/ log2 .2/ (b/s/Hz).
Figure 3 shows the achievable rate vs. the number of
antennas n for GB detection. We consider several values
of =ˇ2k , that model whether the estimation error is dominated by pilot contamination ( < ˇ2k ) or thermal noise ( >
ˇ2k ). Figure 3 is based on the following scenario: L D 2,
K D 1, SNR D 10 dB, and fixed ˇ21 with ˇ11 =ˇ21 D 10 dB
(weak interference). The rate achieved with NGB detector
in the presence of negligible noise during the training phase
is plotted for comparison. The rate achieved with GB detectors decreases as  grows, consistently with (13). However,
even when the training phase is severely affected by noise,
GB detection still outperforms NGB detection with noise-free
training phase.
Finally, we consider in Fig. 4 a scenario with L D 4 cells,
SNR D 10 dB, and a number of users per cell equal to either
K D 1 or K D 10, and plot the achievable rate per user, as
a function of the number of antennas n. GB detection is
showed for n > KL, that is the required minimum number
of antennas to implement the detector. In this case also, GB
detection outperforms NGB detection. Moreover, the figure
shows that GB detection is much more robust to variations of
the network load, i.e., the number of users per BS antenna.
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Fig. 3: Achievable rate (b/s/Hz) as a function of the number of
antennas, in presence of non-negligible noise effects during
the training phase. Scenario parameters: L D 2, K D 1,
SNR D 10 dB, and ˇ11 =ˇ21 D 10 dB (weak interference).
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results, whereas dashed lines connect simulation outputs. All
figures confirm that simulations converge to our closed form
expressions as the number of antennas grows.
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Fig. 2: Achievable rate (b/s/Hz) as a function of the number of
antennas n with and without group-blind detection. Scenario
parameters: L D 2, K D 1, SNR D 20 dB and ˇ11 =ˇ21 D
0 dB (strong interference).
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Fig. 4: Achievable rate (b/s/Hz) with group-blind (GB) and without
group-blind (NGB) detection. Scenario parameters: L D 4,
K D 1 or K D 10, SNR D 10 dB, ˇ1k =ˇ2k D 10 dB.

6. DISCUSSION
We introduced a receiver for the uplink of multiuser massive
MIMO that accounts for the presence of pilot contamination.
The proposed scheme performs group-blind detection by exploiting the excess degrees of freedom provided by the large
number of antennas per BS. We derived analytical results for
the asymptotic achievable rate in an interference-limited scenario with one dominant interfering cell, and confirmed our
findings through simulations. We found that group-blind detection outperforms traditional detection irrespective of the
noise impairment during the training phase, and it is much
more robust to variations of the network load.
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